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About EAC
Part of the Environmental Advisory Committee’s mandate is to advise City Council

on ways to protect, maintain and enhance the natural environment, and assist

Council in providing a healthy living environment with clean air, clean water and

healthy terrestrial ecosystems for the citizens of Orillia. EAC is pleased to present

this lawncare information to help Orillia residents maintain or establish healthy

lawns using natural methods.

EAC also has a lawncare information brochure available, and is developing

a variety of online resources at www.city.orillia.on.ca under Residents/

Environmental. For information on where to purchase natural lawncare products,

or to access our growing library of resource material, contact us: Environmental

Advisory Committee, 50 Andrew St. S., Orillia, ON  L3V 7T5; 329-2452; fax 326-

1339; e-mail wmac@bellnet.ca

Pesticide ban
The Ontario government has adopted a toxics-reduction

strategy to reduce pollution and protect residents from

toxic chemicals. This commitment is reflected in new

legislation, passed on June 18, 2008, that bans the use

and sale of pesticides for cosmetic purposes. The gov-

ernment cites medical experts like the Canadian Cancer

Society to justify this approach. The use of pesticides

for cosmetic purposes was already banned or restricted

in 34 municipalities across Ontario; the provincial law

ensures a consistent level of protection for all Ontario

communities and businesses.

“The Ontario government believes the use of

pesticides merely to improve the appearance of

lawns, gardens, parks and school yards is an

unnecessary risk to children, pets and our water

supply, especially when one can have a beautiful

lawn and garden without chemicals, and there

are so many ‘greener’ alternatives for managing

weeds and other pests. There are hundreds of

organizations promoting green alternatives and

lots of ideas to help you go natural.” — www.ene.

gov.on.ca/en/land/pesticides/index.php

MORE INFORMATION ON LAWN CARE:

To get you started:
· The Organic Gardener’s Handbook of Natural Insect

and Disease Control, Barbara W. Ellis and Fern
Marshall Bradley.

· Building a Healthy Lawn: A Safe and Natural
Approach, Stuart Franklin.

· How to get your Lawn and Garden off Drugs: A Basic
Guide to Pesticide-Free Gardening in North America,
Carole Rubin.

· The Chemical-Free Lawn: The Newest Varieties and
Techniques to Grow Lush, Hardy Grass, Warren
Schultz.

More titles are available at the Orillia Public Library.

· OLA (www.organiclandscape.org) offers access to a
referral service to organic service providers.

· City of Orillia: www.city.orillia.on.ca under Residents/
Water Efficiency and Protection/Lawn Watering Tips

· Compost: www.compost.org/backyard.html

· Organic fertilizers: www.cleanairgardening.com/
fertilizeguide.html; www.plantea.com/manure.htm

· Pesticides: www.pesticideinfo.org/Index.html

(Note: link information accurate as at press time.)
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Working with nature for a healthy lawn
The guiding principle in organic lawn care is to nourish the SOIL rather than feed the GRASS. Establishing and

protecting soil health is key for a lush, naturally pest- and disease-resistant lawn. Healthy soil is alive with diverse

organisms that break down organic matter, make nutrients available to grass plants and help aerate the soil. Some

even banish pest insects.

Partnered with appropriate cultural methods of lawn care — like good aeration, enrichment, overseeding, mowing

and watering — natural lawn care will help these beneficial organisms, prevent problems and reduce the need for

troubleshooting. Lawns that are managed on a fix-it-as-the-problem-arises basis will require constant care and be

more costly and difficult to keep up. With a little patience, lawns cared for organically actually become easier, and cost

less, for you to maintain.

THE SECRET
The secret to having a healthy lawn lies in following some fundamental steps: Starting at ground level, Overseeding,

Fertilizing, Mowing, Watering, Monitoring and Troubleshooting. Your reward will be a thick, dense lawn that is

naturally resistant to weeds, pests and disease. Keep it up and you’ll expend less energy and money on your lawn

than with traditional lawn care using synthetic weed- and pest-control products and fertilizers. And, just by starting to

apply the principles in this guide, you’ll be contributing to a healthier environment immediately.

�



Starting at ground level
EVALUATING
A healthy lawn literally starts at the ground, and evaluating your soil is the first step. You can do the detective work

yourself, or hire a lawncare company to perform this task.

SOIL TYPE  Take a fistful of soil from the top 12 inches (30 cm), not including roots and plants. Moisten it slightly and

squeeze it into a ribbon with your thumb and forefinger. Sandy soil is gritty, has poor water retention and will not form

a ribbon. Topdressing with organic matter will improve its structure and moisture retention. Heavy clay soil forms a

ribbon easily and is prone to compaction and poor drainage. Aerating and topdressing with organic matter and sharp

sand improves drainage and fertility. Loam soil forms a short ribbon (less than 1 inch, or 2.5 cm long) that is neither

gritty nor smooth. It provides the ideal foundation for healthy plants.

SOIL PH  pH measures acidity and alkalinity. On a scale of 1 to 14, 1 is the most acidic, 7 is neutral and 14 is alkaline.

Grass prefers a range between 6.5 and 7.5 (slightly acidic to slightly alkaline). Test your soil’s pH with a store-bought

kit, or take it to a nursery that conducts soil tests. The results will tell you what you need to add, and how much, to

balance the pH. In general, lime increases soil pH and sulphur decreases it.

COMPACTION  When soil becomes hard and dense, there is less oxygen in the soil and less nutrient flow to the grass

roots — the critical part of a healthy plant. Areas with heavy foot traffic are prone to compaction. You can push a

screwdriver into the ground to assess the degree. If the screwdriver goes down with minimal effort, your soil is not

compacted. If you have difficulty, that indicates compaction, and aeration is the fix. If you don’t address this condition,

your lawn will gradually thin out until the soil can’t support turf growth.

ROOTS AND THATCH  Cut out a section of lawn to 5 or 6 inches (about 14 cm) deep. Keep it intact and return it to its

original location when you’re done. Healthy grass roots will extend 4 inches (10 cm) below the surface. If they don’t, it

could be due to compacted soil, insufficient topsoil, frequent shallow watering or over-use of nitrogen fertilizer. A little

thatch — the layer of dead grass just above the surface — will naturally biodegrade, adding nutrients to your soil. More

than half an inch, however, can stop water and nutrient flow and also attract chinch bugs. Aeration will counteract this.

SOIL DEPTH  While you have the core sample out, check the depth of your topsoil — the darker layer of soil in the top

half of the sample. If there’s less than 4 inches (10 cm), you can improve it with repeated aeration and topdressing, or

dig up the lawn and add new topsoil.

TAKING ACTION
DETHATCHING  Thatch can be removed with a stiff rake or a dethatching machine, and it’s best done in the fall when

there are enough growing days left for the grass to recover. Nature can also play its part if you sprinkle well-rotted

compost, which contains fungi that breaks down thatch, in the spring. In a healthy lawn, earthworms, beneficial fungi

and other microorganisms will break down thatch and aerate the soil.

AERATION  Removing plugs of soil from a lawn alleviates compaction and thatch buildup, opening passageways in

the soil to improve air, water and nutrient movement. During drought, it helps water reach thirsty roots. When rain is

heavy, it allows air to penetrate and dry up excess moisture. Each is a stress condition for your grass.
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Aerate yearly for high-traffic areas or if your lawn is new to natural care; otherwise, once every three or four years

is fine. If you aerate in the spring, be sure the ground has firmed up so new grass shoots aren’t damaged. If you’re

trying to control weeds, however, fall aeration is best; aeration sometimes stimulates weed-seed growth. Always

aerate before you fertilize and seed. You can rent a mechanical aerator for large areas; manual aerators work well on

small to mid-sized lawns. Avoid aerating tools that just poke holes in the ground; they compact the soil underneath.

ENRICHMENT  A soil test can identify the need for amendments —

materials that improve soil by giving it better structure and more organic

content and by balancing the pH. They may also add nutrients but aren’t

classified as fertilizers. Amendments include limestone, corn gluten, kelp

extract, manure and compost.

Compost is good for your soil regardless of its makeup. Rake an inch

(2.5 cm) or so of screened — sifted for weeds, weed seeds and other

plant matter that will compete with grass — compost into your lawn each

spring and fall. Full of trace and macronutrients and organic matter, it

helps grass roots reach down for water and nutrients, creating a thicker

lawn to crowd out weeds and breaking down thatch. For more details on

composting, contact Orillia’s Waste Management Advisory Committee.

Overseeding
Grass plants, like all living things, eventually die. Adding grass seed to your lawn each year renews and keeps it thick,

rehabilitates bare patches and helps ward off weeds and pests. Weeds will take root wherever there is bare soil.

When you choose seed, consider your yard’s light, moisture and soil conditions and traffic patterns. You can buy

seed in bulk or bagged. Bulk buying lets you customize a mix to suit your site. Canadian lawns consist mostly of cool-

season turfgrass, whose main growth periods are in spring and autumn:

KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS likes lots of sun, especially morning sun, and does poorly on acidic or wet soil. It requires

more nitrogen and water than perennial ryes and fine fescues, is more susceptible to pests and pathogens and is less

tolerant of heat and drought. Limit Kentucky bluegrass to 30% of your seed mix. Sod is almost exclusively Kentucky

bluegrass, so establish and repair lawns with seed whenever possible.

FINE FESCUES thrive on well-drained sites and only four to six hours of sunlight a day, or late-day sun. Compared to

Kentucky bluegrass, fine fescues are more tolerant of acidic soils and infertile soils. They handle moderate foot traffic.

Fescues produce fungi, called endophytes, that provide them with insect resistance. Fescues are suitable for over-

seeding poor lawns and for choking out weeds. Newer hard fescues are exceptionally slow growing — good news for

mowers. Include a high proportion in your seed mix (45–60%), especially in shady areas.

RYEGRASS is very tolerant of wear and is good for sport or play areas. It is considered one of the most versatile of all

improved lawn grasses. There are two types available for lawns: common, and improved or turf-type. The second is

more winter hardy. Tough perennial ryes are ideal for overseeding worn lawns or establishing quick cover. Too large a

proportion can overwhelm slower-growing grasses, though, so include no more than 20–30% in your seed mix.

BENTGRASS is used on putting greens where it’s kept below one inch (2.5 cm) in height. Bentgrass species are not

suitable for home lawns; they require a lot of maintenance and are highly susceptible to pests and pathogens.

Raking compost into your lawn each spring
and fall provides it crucial organic material.



WHEN  Overseeding is best done in early fall — mid-August to early September —

when weather is ideal for germination and growth. Weeds grow slowly in the fall and

will compete less with new grass. If you’re repairing areas of dead or thin grass, it’s

alright to seed them between the end of April and the end of May.

HOW  Your site conditions will determine how much seed to use. A general rule is

about 4 pounds (1.8 kg) for every 1,000 square feet (93 sq m). Note that germination

decreases as seed gets older.

First mow your lawn to help grass seeds fall to the soil. Sow thickly, moving

vertically, horizontally and diagonally. Use a broadcast spreader to spread seed

evenly, or sow by hand and rake lightly to even it out. Press seeds so they contact

the soil. It’s not a must to cover them with soil, but it will help bare patches. It is crucial to keep seeds moist until they

germinate, so water daily. Germination will take 8 to 15 days, depending on the type of seed and weather conditions.

Fertilizing
Plants require nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium to grow. The three numbers found on fertilizer labels refer to the

percentage of these nutrients in the product. Nitrogen (N) boosts stem and leaf growth; phosphorous (P) promotes

root, fruit and flower growth; and potassium (K) helps other nutrients function within the plant.

Besides these macronutrients, plants need small amounts of trace nutrients such as iron and magnesium; these

are included in many fertilizers. Newly established lawns may require higher levels of phosphorus and potassium. For

lawns on sandy soil, more potassium or more frequent applications may be called for, as nutrients can more easily

leach away. To find the NPK ratio that’s right for your lawn and soil makeup, do a soil test (see page 2).

ORGANIC FERTILIZERS
Organic fertilizers are composed entirely of naturally occurring substances such as vegetable, mineral or animal

components. Nutrients are released slowly over a long period of time and are not broken down by water, so are less

likely to wash away. This gradual decomposition and microbial activity, and the micronutrients and organic matter in

natural fertilizers, improve soil structure and water retention. They contribute valuable trace nutrients, like iron and

magnesium, are kind to beneficial soil organisms — such as earthworms, which burrow through soil, creating

passageways for air and water — and will never burn grass. Examples of natural fertilizers include kelp, fish emulsion,

composted manure, bone meal, blood meal and wood ash. Your soil will also receive boosts from finished compost as

well as mulched clippings — a natural, and free, source of nitrogen — throughout the growing season.

WHEN  If you’ve taken a natural approach for a few years, your lawn should need only one annual application. Organic

fertilizers don’t fully metabolize in any one year, so “leftover” nutrients remain in the soil for use the next year. The best

time for a single application is in the fall, when grass top growth has stopped but roots are still collecting nutrients for

winter — for most Canadians, during the month of October. Your lawn will emerge from winter in a green condition and

without the rapid shoot growth that occurs with spring-applied nitrogen and makes roots more susceptible to drought

and disease. If you must fertilize in the spring, wait until the first rush of growth, usually around mid-May, is finished.

Overseeding boosts your lawn’s
health and makes it thicker.
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HOW  Follow package instructions for uniform results. If you use a drop-type spreader, operate it the long way of the

lawn. First apply header strips at each end to provide room for turning. Overlap one wheel’s width when spreading,

and shut off the spreader when you reach the header strips. With a centrifugal-type spreader, make two half-rate

applications at right angles to each other. Ensure the spreader is properly adjusted to avoid striping or uneven colour.

Mowing
Your mowing height should be 3 inches (7–8 cm) to shade out weeds, which prefer more sunny locations. Taller turf

also keeps soil cool and moist — ideal conditions for grass growth.

Cutting off more than one third of the grass blade at a time forces the plant to use carbohydrates from

its root reserves to initiate growth. If your grass has got ahead of you, mow first at a higher height,

gradually mowing down to the desired level. Wait a few days between these mowings. Mowing too

low weakens the root system and makes it harder for the grass to obtain water and

nutrients. It will also be more susceptible to heat and drought stress and disease.

Reel mowers provide the best cutting action. If a rotary mower’s cutting

blade is not kept sharp, it will tear grass blades, resulting in a dull, grey-

brown overcast appearance that can be mistaken for other turf problems.

Shredded leaf tips are also more easily infected by disease organisms.

Sharpen your mowing blade throughout the growing season.

Mow when grass is dry for a cleaner cut, more even distribution

of clippings and quicker decomposition. You don’t need to remove

clippings unless they’re excessively heavy. Free, convenient and full

of nutrients, moisture and organic matter, they’re a perfect pick-me-up

for your lawn and will boost soil fertility by up to 30%. If you remove clippings

regularly, you should increase the amount of fertilizer you put on your lawn, particularly nitrogen, by 20 to 35%.

Watering
Frequent light sprinklings cause shallow roots and increase a lawn’s risk for disease, drought stress and winter injury.

Too much contributes to thatch, fertilizer leaching and increased disease and weed problems. A good weekly soaking

— about 1 inch (2.5 cm) — including rainfall, encourages roots to grow deeper, looking for moisture, and become

stronger. To gauge how much water your lawn receives, put a straight-sided can or other container under the sprinkler

and measure moisture accumulation. Early morning is the most effective time to water. Evaporation is highest at mid-

day, and evening watering can encourage disease development, particularly with cooler night temperatures.

DORMANCY  Grass naturally seeks protection from extreme summer heat by going dormant. If your lawn has long

roots, healthy soil and no thatch, it will be able to withstand the heat for up to six weeks, and will green up again with

fall rains. If it turns brown, do not mow or allow foot traffic on it, and do not fertilize or over-water it. Applying liquid kelp

and watering properly will keep it healthy and thick without forcing growth.

If a drought lasts longer than six weeks, you can water your lawn — about 1.5 centimetres (half an inch) every two

weeks. You want to water only enough to hydrate the crown without pulling the plant out of dormancy. Taking your

grass in and out of dormancy will severely weaken it.
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What’s a weed? Sometimes it depends on your point of view.

Monitoring
Check your lawn periodically for signs of insects, weeds and diseases. In an otherwise healthy lawn, a small and

stable pest population poses no danger. If the problem threatens the overall health of your lawn, action is required.

Troubleshooting
As in medicine, prevention is the best cure when it comes to your greenery. A dense,

healthy lawn on nutrient-rich soil provides the best defence against weeds, insects

and disease. When problems do occur, finding and addressing the cause is the only

route to longlasting solutions. In addition to posing no risk to those who live on and

around it, an organic approach to problem solving puts health before beauty. A totally

weed-free or pest-free lawn is not a realistic expectation.

ORGANIC WEED CONTROL
What’s a weed? Sometimes it comes down to your point of view. Some plants that have

been traditionally considered weeds actually benefit your lawn. Clover, for example, grabs nitrogen — an important

fertilizer — from the air and fixes it to the soil. While dandelions are a scourge to some, to others they make a

harmless, happy accent; to others, still, they are a delicacy — the greens are used in salads, and many will attest to

the appeal of dandelion wine.

What’s true for all homeowners, however, regardless of their perspective, is that weeds are flagposts of soil

problems. Addressing these issues is part of a cultural approach to lawn care that will lessen your weed work in the

future. The following techniques will help you deal with weeds naturally.

CULTURAL METHODS  Growing a thick, healthy lawn by aerating, topdressing with good compost and overseeding

with disease- and insect-resistant grasses is a cultural way to combat weeds; the lawn will crowd out weeds naturally

and block valuable sunlight to germinating weed seeds, as do good mowing and watering strategies.

HAND PULLING  This is the best way to remove weeds. Special tools that ease the job are available at most garden

centres. By building a lush lawn, this chore will become far from arduous. A weekly walk-around will soon suffice.

CORN GLUTEN MEAL  Its chief function in an organic program is to prevent weeds from growing. It also prevents the

germination of annual grasses but won’t stop growth of established grass. For this reason, it is best applied well after

the spring rush of growth. This natural fertilizer provides the most nitrogen from an organic source of all fertilizers on

the market yet. As with any natural fertilizer, it promotes valuable microorganism activity in the soil.

HORTICULTURAL VINEGARS  These achieve non-selective weed control along buildings, walkways and driveways.

6  �  How to Care for Your Lawn Naturally



Crabgrass

MallowCreeping Charlie

Common lawn weeds
Dandelion  Perennial; yellow flowers; spreads by seed · Cause: compacted

soil; thin turf cover · Solution: hand pull; aerate soil; overseed with ryegrasses;

slice off leaves or mow repeatedly before dandelions go to seed; digging out

the root to 4 or 5 inches (10 or 12 cm) will eventually kill them.

Crabgrass  Low-growing annual; shallow roots and short, pointed, hairy leaves;

sprouts from seed late May to early June; over-winters in soil, germinates

following spring · Cause: nutrient-deficient soil; short mowing; compacted soil

· Solution: hand pull; use organic fertilizers; mow high; aerate; overseed in fall.

Common plantain  Low-growing perennial with wide oval leaves · Cause:

thin turf cover; compacted soil; under-nourished soil · Solution: hand weed;

aerate; apply organic fertilizers; overseed.

Black medic  Annual; reproduces by seed; resembles clover with small yellow

flowers · Cause: compacted or under-nourished soil · Solution: remove before

it spreads; aerate; fertilize properly; mow high; overseed in fall.

Chickweed  Low-growing winter annual (germinates from seed in fall, grows

through early spring, seeds, dies late spring); above-ground stems root where

they touch the ground; small leaves, small white flower · Cause: wet, shaded

lawns with thin grass · Solution: maintain a thick lawn; accept chickweed as it

blends in with grass to enhance biodiversity.

Creeping Charlie  Low-growing, creeping perennial; square stems root at

every node; oval-shaped leaves, mint-like scent, blue-violet flowers · Cause:

wet, shaded grass; will invade sunny areas if lawn is thin · Solution: prevent

with cultural methods; hand weed.

Mallow  Annual/biennial; large kidney- to round-shaped leaves, white or slight-

ly pink flower, long taproot; reproduces by seed · Cause: thin, stressed, under-

nourished lawns · Solution: hand weed; prevent with good horticultural practices.

Dandelion

Plaintain

Black medic

Chickweed

Which “weed” actually helps your lawn? Keep reading!
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Chinch bugs

Chinch bug
enlarged

Grubs

Leather-
jacket

ORGANIC INSECT CONTROL
Most insects in lawns and gardens feed on and destroy true insect pests, keeping

them in check naturally. Besides the earthworm, which enriches and aerates

the soil, beneficial beings include ground beetles that feed on caterpillars and

other soft-bodied larvae.

Pest insects damage grass according to life stages, times of year and quality

of the lawn. You will usually see a dying area of grass with brown patches. It’s

important to diagnose the problem accurately – dog spots, over-fertilization and

disease can create these patches too. Ask a natural-lawncare professional to

assess the situation.

A thick lawn on healthy soil is the best pest deterrent. Small pest populations

don’t pose a threat to your lawn. If they begin to do damage, natural “pesticides”

such as diatomaceous earth and nematodes have been proven effective (fact

sheet available from EAC).

Common lawn insects
Chinch bug  About 1/6 inch (4 mm) long; red on hatching, darkening as it

matures · Evidence: sunken brown or yellow patches in August, particularly near

driveways and sidewalks · Environment: excess thatch; compacted soil; shallow

watering · Solution: dethatch; aerate; water and fertilize properly; overseed with

endophytic grass; apply diatomaceous earth (contact EAC for fact sheet).

Grub  Larva of the European chafer, June beetle, Japanese beetle; white, C-

shaped with tan head and six legs · Evidence: spongy dead patches of grass

that pull back easily, usually in the fall · Environment: compacted soil; dry sunny

lawns with short, weak roots · Solution: use cultural methods for long-rooted,

healthy grass; apply nematodes (contact EAC for fact sheet); rake, topdress

and overseed damaged areas with ryegrass and fescues.

Leatherjacket  Larva of European Crane Fly, which looks like a large mosquito; grey-brown, tubular, mostly seen under-

ground · Evidence: brown patches May to June · Environment: lawns thin or stressed from drought or poor soil · Solution:

a thick, healthy natural lawn can withstand a moderate population; apply nematodes (contact EAC for fact sheet).
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If you guessed clover, you’re right!g

CLOVER  This creeping perennial isn’t considered a weed in a natural lawn.

Clover tends to stay green all season with less watering, is soft to walk on,

tolerates mowing and can fill in thin areas of a lawn. As an added bonus,

clover enables soil bacteria to take nitrogen from the air and convert it to a

form the whole lawn can use. Clover first makes its appearance as dark

patches or “blooms” but eventually blends in. You can include clover seeds

when you’re overseeding or establishing a new lawn. If you don’t want clover

in your lawn, it’s best to remove it completely by digging it out; any stems left

behind will set up roots and continue to spread.
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ORGANIC DISEASE CONTROL
Diseases, or fungal infections, are rare on home lawns. They usually result from

high humidity, long spells of high temperatures or lots of rain. Lawns that are

compacted, over-fertilized or over-watered may also be susceptible.

You can prevent disease by adding soil amendments (see page 3, Enrichment),

aerating, and keeping mower blades sharpened. If a disease doesn’t self-correct

when the weather changes, you can repair the affected areas by raking, aerating,

topdressing and overseeding. Diseases are difficult to diagnose; always check

with a professional.

Common lawn diseases
Dollar spot  Small pale circles · Cause: dry soil; nitrogen deficiencies; thatch;

short mowing · Solution: water and fertilize correctly; reduce thatch; mow high;

discard clippings.

Fairy ring  A dark circle of grass with mushrooms growing on outer ring · Cause:

poorly fertilized grass · Solution: remove mushrooms by regularly mowing or raking;

improve soil nutrients with natural fertilizers; water correctly.

Necrotic ring spot  Rings of brown grass that can be easily pulled out · Cause:

weakened grass-root structure and cool wet weather · Solution: overseed with a

blend of Kentucky bluegrass, fine fescue and rye grass.

Powdery mildew  A dusty white coating on grass blades · Cause: areas of high

humidity, low light and poor air circulation; over-fertilizing can make it worse ·
Solution: use proper cultural techniques plus a blend of grasses.

Snow mould  Patches of bleached-looking or reddish grass; in early spring ·
Cause: excess thatch · Solution: minimize thatch and mow in late fall after grass

growth stops; rake to help keep the area dry, overseed and lightly fertilize.

Leaf spot  Spots with purplish-red to purplish-brown borders and brown centres;

irregular patches of dying grass · Cause: long spells of warm weather; excess

thatch; heavy nitrogen fertilizing; too much shade; mowing too short · Solution:

prevent by implementing a natural lawncare program.

Rust  Orange powder on leaf blades in late fall; discoloured grass · Cause: cool

nights with lots of dew; slow grass growth due to summer dormancy or poor soil

quality · Solution: improve soil nutrients or wait for the weather to change.
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Fairy ring

Necrotic ring spot

Powdery mildew

Leaf spot

Rust

Organic lawn care promotes: biological activity in the soil ·

problem prevention through cultural methods · healthy grass

crowding out weeds · a strong root system to fight drought.
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Dollar spot

Snow
mould



Professional help
If you don’t have the time or inclination to maintain

your lawn yourself, you can look to lawncare compan-

ies for organic services. Be specific about the kind of

lawn care you want. Get details in writing, and hold the

company to them.

Questions to ask: Will they monitor and record your

lawn’s condition? Will they look for the cause of prob-

lems and suggest natural cultural methods to rectify

them? Do they perform yearly soil tests? Companies

that are serious about organic lawn care want to learn

about your soil so they can restore or maintain its health.

What training does staff have?

SOURCES

City of Toronto, Green Guide to a Healthy Lawn:
www.toronto.ca/health/pesticides/factsheets.htm

Health Canada: www.healthylawns.net/english/
homelawns/start_lawn-e.html

Organic Landscape Alliance:
www.organiclandscape.org/en/Factsheets_28.html

Toronto Environmental Alliance:
www.torontoenvironment.org/

Colorado State University:
http://www.ext.colostate.edu/menu_garden.html

Ontario Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Rural Affairs:
www.omafra.gov.on.ca

Grass Roots Environmental Education:
www.grassrootsinfo.org/grasstips.html

Beyond Pesticides:
www.beyondpesticides.org/lawn/factsheets/faq.htm

Northwest Coalition for Alternatives to Pesticides:
www.pesticide.org/pubs/alts/cgm/cornglutenmeal.html

Thanks also to the World Wildlife Federation and the

David Suzuki Foundation.

----------------------------------------------------------------------
EAC thanks Joanne Haskins for her donation of writing, design and production services.

LAWNCARE CALENDAR adapted from the City of Toronto

Late April to Early May
1 Repair areas of winterkill, but avoid working on a wet lawn.
2 Rake lawn to remove debris and brown patches.
3 Apply organic soil amendments: topdress and overseed.
4 Monitor for weeds and spot hand-weed.
5 Sharpen mower blade and raise mow height to 7.5 cm (3").

May and June
1 Fertilize after first burst of grass growth.
2 Aerate if new to a natural approach; add topdressing/compost.
3 Identify weeds, hand weed as necessary.
4 Cut lawn before weeds go to seed.
5 Check for grub activity.
6 Repair grub damage and follow proper cultural practices.

July and August
1 Dormant lawns may naturally turn brown.
2 Avoid cutting lawn during drought.
3 Keep foot traffic off lawn if it is dormant.
4 Apply liquid kelp to help manage summer stress.
5 Water grass every 2 to 3 weeks during an extended drought.
6 Check for chinch bug damage, repair; follow proper cultural

practices.

Late August to late September
1 Overseed entire lawn.
2 Repair damaged areas with a seed blend high in endophytic grass.
3 Monitor for insect damage when the lawn greens up with fall rains.
4 Aerate in combination with seeding or topdressing.
5 Use nematodes if grub damage hasn’t been managed with cultural

practices.

Late September to November
1 Apply final late-fall fertilization to prepare grass for next spring.
2 Clean and winterize lawn equipment.
3 Leave mulched leaves on lawn with mulched clippings from last cut.
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